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FFA AVIATION REPORT  (KISHUGU AVIATION) - 31 JULY 2015 

As a result of three devastating fires on the 12th of September 1985 at Badplaas, Barberton and White River in 

Mpumalanga which destroyed 12 000 ha of plantations in one afternoon, FFA AVIATION was established. This 

business started out as an aerial firefighting organisation on 01 July 1986 in Nelspruit with one aircraft, a part 

time pilot and a part time dispatch center. FFA AVIATION was rebranded on 09 May 2014 as Kishugu Aviation. 

Due to the need for air support in the rest of the country, it grew rapidly and by 1995 (10 years later) was 

operating 25 fire fighting aircraft with 25 pilots at five fire bases with five dispatch centers  -  3 in Mpumalanga,  

1 in Limpopo and 1 in KZN. The dispatch centers were manned by five seasonal Dispatchers and the aviation 

fleet was managed by one manager with seven support personnel.   

 

FFA endeavoured to implement world best practices as far as aerial firefighting is concerned and management 

visited the leading aerial firefighting countries in the world such as USA, Canada, Italy, France, Spain, Australia, 

New Zealand and Greece to ensure that best practices were followed. FFA also had some of the best and most 

modern aircraft available at the time in its fleet which included Russian MI 8 helicopters, AT 802F and 

Dromader M18 Single Engine Air Tankers. In the first 10 years a thousand fires were fought, and more than 

2,000 hours flown, with and impeccable safety record, one of the best in the world.  

 

By 2005 (20 years later) FFA was successfully implementing the Government's Working on Fire (WoF) 

Programme. This was initially a job creating initiative which had now become an integral part of firefighting, 

with 1,500 fire fighters at 75 fire bases countrywide. The aviation fleet had grown to 35 aircraft, 40 pilots and 

15 air bases with 9 seasonal dispatch centres with a staff component of  11 across the country. The aviation 

fleet was managed by five managers and 10 support staff. In the first 20 years of operation, FFA  fought more 

than 2,000 fires and flew more than 4,000 hours operationally  with an unblemished safety record.  

 

Due to Working on Fire requirements and the need to expand its aerial support services across the country, the 

organization decided to introduce the Huey Bell 205 UH-1 and replace the Russian  MI 8 as its primary 

helicopter resource for rapid deployment of its firefighters. The Bell 205 UH-1 is currently the safest, most 

affordable and operational cost effective helicopter available for application in firefighting.  FFA management 
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was trained in the correct and safe use of these helicopters in Montana(USA) in 2003. In Montana the Hueys 

are extensively used for firefighting which also includes trooping, evacuation, rescue, rappelling and dropping 

water on fires.   

 

In 2005 FFA Aviation started the process of purchasing and importing the Huey helicopters.  Unfortunately it 

got entangled in the politics around the legality and authenticity of the Huey operations in South Africa. The 

reality remained that without these helicopters, South Africa would not have sufficient air support to support 

its 6,000 firefighters on the ground as no other helicopter is as cost effective, safe and perfect for the job as is 

the Huey. Without them the WoF firefighters would have no evacuation, rescue, trooping, water bombing 

support and thus be exposed to much greater peril. 

 

FFA and WoF successfully hosted the 5th International Wildfire conference in 2010 at Sun City which was 

attended by 800 delegates from 70 countries. It also conducted the first live fire-fighter exercises at a 

conference which included an aerial fire fighting demonstration with six Hueys and four water bombers 

dispatched from a forwarding Dispatch centre in field. 

 

By 2014 (29 years since its inception) FFA was operating 45 aircraft with 55 pilots at 23 air bases across the 

country. It had five managers and 15 support personnel with 28 dispatch centers, 9 Provincial Coordination 

centres and 1 National Coordination centre manned by 90 staff members who are trained in-house utilising an 

established Dispatch & Coordination training curriculum. It had a fully-fledged Aircraft Maintenance 

Organization (AMO) to maintain its aircraft fleet in order to ensure better availability and serviceability to 

facilitate honouring its contracts. An Aircraft Training Organization (ATO) was established to ensure and 

enforce the required pilot standards and training required to perform the high risk work of aerial firefighting. 

On average the aircraft flew more than 4,000 hours a year on more than 1,000 fires with an exceptional safety 

record unparalleled in the world. At one stage there were 21 FFA Huey helicopters  flying and to date Huey’s 

have flown more than 6,000 hours on 2,000 fires since they were introduced in 2005.  

 

FFA is in the process of replacing its ageing fleet of Polish M-18 Dromader bombers with the Air Tractor 802F, 

the only purpose built single engine air tanker (SEAT) in the world. This aircraft has become the new affordable 

solution to initial attack on fires and 500 are in use all over the world. Thus far five AT 802 F's have been 

imported to South Africa  from Spain. This is a highly sophisticated aircraft that carries 3 tons of water, and 

requires that all the pilots and engineers be trained in Spain before being operationally deployed in RSA.  This 

approach enhances the safe and correct utilisation of this sophisticated resource.  
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On 09 May 2015 the FFA Group changed its name to Kishugu and Kishugu Aviation was born.  FFA (Kishugu 

Aviation) is a member of the International Aerial Firefighting Work Group representing South Africa, that 

strives toward improving safety in aerial firefighting internationally. FAA (Kishugu Aviation) management also 

regularly attends International Aerial firefighting conferences around the world.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 

At present the WoF Programme has expanded to over 6,000 firefighters with 400 managers and support 

personnel trained to international firefighting standards. They are based country wide at 200+ fire bases with 

eight regional offices and one national office in Mbombela. WoF ground teams respond to more than 4,000 

fires annually across the country, many of these requiring air support. 

 

On 15 September 2014 disaster struck when one of Kisugu Aviation’s new AT 802’s hit the trees while 

firebombing, resulting in the death of a very experienced pilot. On the same day one of the Command and 

Control aircraft (Cessna 210) did an emergency landing resulting in the aircraft being written off but fortunately 

the pilot walked away safely.  

 

After these accidents immediate action was taken and a leading world operator of Huey helicopters, Mr. Alan 

Beck from New Zealand was contacted to assist with the evaluation and assessments of pilots and maintenance 

of aircraft to appraise and improve flight safety. Due to his busy schedule he agreed to come and evaluate and 

assess Kishugu Aviation in June 2015 during the bi-annual pilot training camp which takes place prior to the 

start of each new fire season. 

 

On 08 March 2015 we encountered the second disaster when a Huey was involved in an accident resulting in 

the death of another very experienced pilot. Further immediate action was taken and a well-known Airline 

Captain and Formation aerobatic team leader and advisor to the industry, Mr. Scully Levin was  asked to assist 

with the improvement of pilot selection, training and evaluation. Scully also assisted with the process to ensure 

that the correct type of pilot with the right attitude and psychological requirements are selected before 

undergoing  further  training for this high risk occupation. 

 

Before any of Scully Levin’s proposals could be implemented disaster struck a third time on 22 April 2015 when 

a second Huey was involved in an accident during the deployment of  its Bambi bucket before starting 

firefighting operations, resulting in two crew fatalities. 

 

The above succession of accidents  was  alarming and extremely concerning to the organisation.  Allen Beck 

and Scully Levine were requested to focus on the probable causes of these accidents in their approach to our 
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request. We actively involved them both during our pilot training camp before the start of the winter fire 

season in 2015. During these workshops they interacted closely with all pilots involved and very positive 

feedback was received from all involved.  They were further requested to assist with establishing  long term 

measures aimed at assessing and preventing recurrence of similar accidents. 

 

After the pilot training camp in May 2015 a fourth incident occurred on 30 May 2015 when a third Huey was 

involved in an accident.  A very experienced pilot was doing a test flight and practicing a unscheduled 

emergency procedure in a Huey. Fortunately all the crew on board walked away safely and the damage to the 

aircraft is repairable. 

 

On 18 June 2015, nine months after  the first accident, a highly experienced pilot had to do a precautionary 

landing with a Cessna 210 while on a pilot relief rotation  flight. Fortunately in this instance the pilot  also 

walked away safely.  

 

All above accidents are currently being investigated by the South African Civil Aviation Authority (SACAA) and 

internally by Kishugu Aviation to determine their direct and indirect causes.  These findings will be used to 

establish protocols to eliminate similar accidents in future and restoring the flying safety record of the 

company.  An Aviation Accident Investigation is not a straightforward task and in practice, can take a long time 

to conclude. Often due to unforeseen circumstances, conclusions are  not always possible. 

 

Until such time as the findings of these investigations are made public, everyone should refrain from jumping 

to conclusions and making unsubstantiated and uninformed statements that could harm the reputation of this 

industry that has now become an essential part of firefighting and involves many role players. Consider also 

that firefighting internationally is a high risk occupation at the best of times and aerial firefighting even more 

so.  All aircrew and groundcrew involved in fire fighting are well aware of the risks of the business. 

The WoF Programme has not, to date, suffered loss of life on the fire line, which is an outstanding safety 

achievement. An overview of incidents and accidents that occur worldwide, shows beyond doubt  that South 

African operations are still among the safest in the world.   

 

Since the establishment of aerial firefighting 30 years ago the SACAA have been actively involved with assisting 

Kishugu to develop a safe aerial firefighting operation in South Africa. SACAA has also done regular audits and 

inspections on Kishugu Aviation to ensure they continuously conform to the required standards. 

After the accidents, scheduled SACAA inspections were done on Kishugu Aviation Air Operator Certificates 

(AOC) on 04 February 2015 with a progress inspection on 08 April 2015. The AMO had a licence renewal 
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inspection on 19 June 2015. SACAA made recommendations to Kishugu Aviation to put corrective actions in 

place. This included shortcomings such as insufficient number of senior managers, an inadequate quality 

assurance program as well as a lack in secure record keeping. Kishugu was still in the process of implementing 

these actions when a special SACAA safety audit was held on the AOC and AMO from 30 June 2015. 

 

This Safety Audit was concluded on 14 July and resulted in a 30 day suspension of the Aircraft AOC and AMO. 

This is to rectify the shortcomings that they’ve identified. However,  due to the spate of  accidents, bad 

publicity in the media, demands from the Helicopter Association of South Africa (HASA) and because 

corrections were not implemented quickly enough according to the SACAA, they decided to suspend the AOC 

until we comply with the requirements mentioned. 

 

The fleet of 14 Bell HU-1H Helicopters were also grounded by SACAA until they have been inspected by an 

Airworthiness inspector and reissued with a new Certificate of Airworthiness(C of A). 

Kishugu Aviation is disappointed by the conclusion by SACAA that  the identified shortcomings pose a safety 

threat to the public and aviation and has to be resolved by suspension of operating certificates. The six 

additional senior managers that were required, were employed during the past  week. Two new software 

programs were installed to  improve resource monitoring and record keeping. The existing external auditing 

functions have been supplemented with a full time in-house capacity of two auditors. FFA (Kishugu Aviation) 

will continue to improve and expand its operations, aircraft, pilots and safety by engaging experts like Alan 

Beck and Scully Levine on an ongoing basis. 

 

Within the next couple of weeks FFA (Kishugu) will have completed all its own long-term as well as the SACAA’s 

post inspection requirements. It will have progressed from a local small scale operator who started out more 

that 30 years ago to an international operator, conforming to international norms and standards required by all 

large scale operators worldwide. This is in line with the vision and strategy of Kishugu Aviation to be an 

internationally recognised professional service provider and a leader in the international aerial firefighting 

environment. 

 

“Our greatest glory is not in never falling, but in rising every time we fall.”- Confucius  

 

Johan Heine 

CEO 

 KISHUGU AVIATION 

 

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/authors/c/confucius.html
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Just a couple of thoughts ; 

“And falling's just another way to fly.”- Emilie Autumn 

“The harder you fall, the heavier your heart; the heavier your heart, the stronger you climb; the stronger you 

climb, the higher your pedestal.”― Criss Jami, Killosophy 

“Winning means being unafraid to lose.” – Fran Tarkenton 

“In order to succeed you must fail, so that you know what not to do the next time.” – Anthony J. D’Angelo 

One’s best success comes after their greatest disappointments.” – Henry Ward Beecher 

“Every adversity, every failure, every heartache carries with it the seed on an equal or greater benefit.” – 

Napoleon Hill 

“Only those who dare to fail greatly can ever achieve greatly.” – Robert Francis Kennedy 

“You become stronger with every problem you face and every obstacle you overcome.” – Celestine Chua 

“It is our experiences that mold us into who we are….during times of adversity our true character will show.” ~ 

Unknown 

“A successful man is one who can lay a firm foundation with the bricks others have thrown at him.” -David 

Brinkley 

“Unless you’re willing to have a go, fail miserably, and have another go, success won’t happen.” Phillip Adams 

Storms purify the atmosphere.”-Henry Ward Beecher 

“There is much to be said for failure. It is much more interesting than success.”-Max Beerbohm 

“No one ever won a chess game by betting on each move. Sometimes you have to move backward to get a step 

forward.”-Amar Gopal Bose 

“Each disaster became a stepping stone for growth.”-Erin Brockovich- 

“Failure is an event, never a person.”-William D. Brown 

“A man may fail many times, but he isn’t a failure until he begins to blame somebody else.”John Burroughs 

“We don’t grow unless we take risks. Any successful company is riddled with failures.”James E. Burke 

“Failure is the condiment which gives success its flavor.”-Truman Capote 

“You can’t have any successes unless you can accept failure.”-George Cukor 

“Success is never permanent, and failure is never final.”-Mike Ditka 

“Sometimes a noble failure serves the world as faithfully as a distinguished success.”-Dowden 

“In the middle of difficulty lies opportunity.”-Albert Einstein 

“Men succeed when they realize that their failures are the preparations for their victories.”-Ralph Waldo 

Emerson 

“A stumble may prevent a fall.”-English Proverb 

“It’s how you deal with failure that determines how you achieve success.”-David Feherty 

“Never confuse a single defeat with a final defeat.”-F. Scott Fitzgerald 

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/2528119.Emilie_Autumn
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/4860176.Criss_Jami
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/43973648
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/43973648
http://personalexcellence.co/blog/my-experience-with-disappointment-and-how-i-overcame-it/
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“Failure is success if we learn from it.”-Malcom S. Forbes 

“No man ever became great or good except through many and great mistakes.”-William Gladstone 

“The majority of men meet with failure because of their lack of persistence in creating new plans to take the 

place of those which fail.”-Napoleon Hill 

“He who has never failed somewhere, that man cannot be great.”-Herman Melville 

“Don’t cry when the sun is gone, because the tears won’t let you see the stars.”-Violeta Parra 

“Failures are like skinned knees, painful but superficial.”-H. Ross Perot 

 

 

  

  

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


